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The Imaging Technology
TM
Behind the eXact 2
Measure the Right Spot, Every Time

Inspect Patches
with Confidence
The eXact 2 handheld spectrophotometer enables printers,
ink rooms, and packaging converters to reproduce accurate
CMYK and spot colors with seamless software integration,
Wi-Fi-enabled quality control, and built-in process control
tools to support G7, PSO, and Japan Color.
eXact 2 also offers non-contact imaging capabilities to
capture the precise measurement spot. This whitepaper
explains the technology and benefits behind MantisTM video
targeting and Digital Loupe technology.
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Mantis Video Targeting: What You See is What You Measure
eXact 2 uses patented Mantis high resolution imaging technology to capture a visual of the
precise measurement area. Measuring with Mantis is more accurate than traditional targeting
because it offers a virtual preview of the precise point where the spectrophotometer will
capture the spectral reflectance of the sample, without limiting the physical target size or overilluminating the surface of the patch.
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Mantis Video Targeting: What You See is What You Measure
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Figure 1: Mantis video targeting is especially
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Figure 1: Mantis video targeting is especially useful for
capturing small areas on busy artwork.
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gital Loupe: Precisely Identify and Inspect Patches
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Learn More

eXact 2 is available in three models, all featuring video imaging technology with Mantis and Digital Loupe.

eXact 2 can measure color on paper, corrugated, and carton board substrates. eXact 2 Xp and eXact 2 Plus can measure polarized substrates
like film, poly, plastic, foil with white opaque, and other unique substrates. eXact 2 Plus offers additional control over paper and flexible film with
the ability to measure metamerism, opacity, paper indices, and absolute and relative color strength.

For more information on the eXact 2 Family, visit https://www.xrite.com/categories/portable-spectrophotometers/exact-family
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Learn More
eXact 2 is available in three models, all featuring video imaging technology with
Mantis and Digital Loupe.
eXact 2 can measure color on paper, corrugated, and carton board substrates.
eXact 2 Xp and eXact 2 Plus can measure polarized substrates like film, poly,
plastic, foil with white opaque, and other unique substrates. eXact 2 Plus
offers additional control over paper and flexible film with the ability to measure
metamerism, opacity, paper indices, and absolute and relative color strength.
For more information, visit xrite.com/exact-family
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